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Are You Doing Inquiry Along These Lines?

ANALYZING SCHOOL-BASED
COLLABORATIVE CURRICULUM

DECISION MAKING

RICHARD D. HAwrHORNE, Kent State University

In more and more districts across the nation, the locus of curriculum
decision making is moving to individual schools, with teachers and principals
becoming the key decision makers. This shifting responsibility represents our
belief in teachers' and principals' ability to work collaboratively to make sound
educational decisions in the context of their own school. The claims for
empowering teachers and principals to make school-based curriculum deci-
sions together are grounded in visions of professionalism and school improve-
ment. Ideologically, the claims are compelling.

In the context of the ordinary elementary, middle, or high school, how-
ever, collaborative curriculum decision making promises to be a complex
moral, social, and political activity. The shift from teachers' planning in the
isolation of their individual classrooms to the dynamics of group deliberation
calls for changes in each educator's curriculum perspective and decision
making, as well as in the culture of the school. If teachers and principals are
to make the cultural transition from a highly individualistic modus operandi
to one based on group decision making, they will need to draw on what we
know about teachers' curriculum decision making in general and to study
their own behaviors and values in particular.

The purpose of this article is to examine how to analyze, reflect on, and
refine the collaborative curriculum decision-making practices of teachers and
principals in school-based contexts. The next section presents the emergence
of collaborative curriculum deliberation and decision making in the current
wave of school reform. A review of research on teachers' curriculum decision
making in general and two frameworks developed to collect and analyze
information about group curriculum decision making in particular follows.
Finally, analyses of several collaborative curriculum decision-making sessions
and their use as feedback for the participants illustrate how this inquiry
contributes to understanding and further developing school-based collabora-
tive curriculum decision making.



THE EMERGENCE OF COUABORATIVE CURRICULUM
DECISION MAKING

Teacherempowenment, collaboraion, andschoolbased decision maldng
areinerreleddime ns ofcurrent school-reformefforts. The threedimen
dons intertwine around a core assertion: Educators, informed by educational
principles, research, and experience, and given the time and opportunities to
work together, formulate educational programs and engage in educational
practices that are more meaningful for students than those formulated by
people outside the classroom and students.

The initial stage of the reform movement has focused on restructuring
the school organization and redistributing authority to include teachers as full
collaborators in curriculum and instructional decision making Therefore, we
see more and more teachers and principals en ng in practice the way other
professionals do, as members of teams or groups.

The shift from the cellular structure of schools, which isolated teaching,
to more collaborative arrangements requires alternative ways of viewing and
conducting schools Moving from a private to a public forum of decision
making means more than shifting personal practice to a group context Beliefs,
conceptual frameworks, and practices will likely undergo reformulation as
practitioners listen and learn from one another. As teachers and others shift
from the isolation of the classroom to a collaborative forum for educational
decision making, reflective practice will improve. Lieberman portrays the
benefits of collaborative reflection: '"Worlding in collaborative situations ex-
poses teachers to new ideas, to working on problems collectively, and to
learning from the very people who understand the complexity of their work
best-their own colleagues."'

Reflective practice requires the generation of various forms of data on
educational decision-making practices. Data allow, indeed, require, us to ask
questions: What values and perspectives are at play as decisions are made?
Who is influencing whom in this process?What dimensions of curriculum are
and are not being addressed? How are content, the learner, learning, and
teaching viewed? How are time, materials, and other curricular resources
allocated?All these questions lead us to confront the ultimate questions of the
quality of life and learning in each school By gathering and analyzing data
about their collaborative decision maldng, teachers participate in reflective
practice.

TEACHERS' THINKING AND DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR

Just as researchers have generated data about teachers' and students'
classroom activities to foster description, analysis, and interpretation of life
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in classrooms, we can gather data about teachers' collaborative curriculum
decision making to enhance joint reflection about the criteria data, and focus
of their planning practices. If teachers' decision making is the central skill of
teaching, as Shavelson asserts, and if teachers curriculum derision making
directly influences what and how they teach, then we must analyze teaches'
collaborative curriculum decision making to understand the educational
meanings of what takes place in schools.2 Three sources provide impetus for
this process: studies of individual teachers' thinking and curriculum decision
making, studies of group curriculum decision making and pilot efforts to give
groups of teachers information about their collaborative curriculum decision
making.

Clark and Peterson have reviewed the research efforts directed toward
describing and interpreting teachers' thinking in general and their curriculum
decision making in particular.3 Their review addresses the alternative forms
of data-gathering tools and perspectives researchers have used, aswell as the
findings and conclusions of these studies.

Several insights relate to the analysis of teachers' collaboraive curriculum
decision making:

* Teachers' beliefs and conceptions of content, leamrnrs, learning, teach-
ing, and the educational milieux in which the teaching-learning act takes place
directly influence what teachers teach and how they teach.

* Teachers tend to address the selection and organization of content and
instructional activities in their planning and spend little or no time on selecting
objectives or evaluation measures.

* Teachers plan in terms of various chunks of time an activity, a lesson,.
a unit, and a term or year.

* Teachers plan cyclically, not linearly, with objectives first, then match-
ing activities, then time and materials, and finally, evaluation procedures.

* Teachers use images of classroom vignettes as they conceptualize
possible lessons.

* Teachers' perceptions of students and students' reactions to teaching
activities significantly influence curriculum decision making.

The research tools and the designs developed to study and describe
teachers' curriculum decision making range from survey instruments and
simulated planning-out-loud techniques to extensive interviews with teachers,.
analyses of lesson and unit plans, and content analyses of teacher journals.
The combination of quantitative and qualitative modes of inquiry yields rich

2RkhardJ. Shaveds, 7be Barc Tar*ig StI DedasMn M , R & VD emaandn No.
104 (Stano Ca Center for R & D in Teaching School ofduca Stanford Unlrsity. 1973).

mhrlseohr M. aik ad Penelope L Peterao. "ehrs' Thought R aaesiHgmd-
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descriptions and Interpretations of individual teachers' curriculum decision
making and the underlying conceptual frameworks.

GROUP CURRICULUM DECISION MAKING

Research about group curriculum decision making is far less available
than that done on teachers' thinking and decision making. Many researchers
have studied the perceptions that curriculum decision-making participants
held of their involvement and their sense of ownership in the curriculum and
how far they carried it out Most studies presume the participation of a limited
number of teachers who help develop, adopt, or revise a curriculum, which
in turn other, nonparticipating teachers adopt No studies have tried to
describe and interpret how teachers collaboratively generate curriculum for
a specific group of students in a school that they then use and revise them-
selves. A handful of studies have tried to develop ways to observe and analyze
group curriculum decision making.

Walker has developed an extensive analysis system to describe the delib-
erations of three university-based curriculum-development projects. 4 Three
phases of analysis are involved The first, macroscopic analysis, codifies large
units of deliberation he terms episodes in which a curriculum problem or
topic under consideration is addressed When a new problem or topic is
introduced, a new episode begins. Walker identifies four types of episodes

*isues, a task-relevant argument in which opposing points of view are offered
and debated

*repo,, a nonargumentative presentation of information
bmransanm, idea-generating sessions in which a variety of proposals are set

forth without debate or reaction
*eplicatbon, when a person talks at some length for the purpose of clarifying the

meaning or significance of an idea or proposal'

The second type of analysis is microscopic in scope and identifies each
deliberative move. "a remark or series of remarks contributing in one of a
number of specified ways to the accomplishment of the deliberative tasks
curriculum planners face."6 Walker classifies four basic moves:

*problems, remarks that identify unsatisfactory situations needing the group's
attention. Examples. "The trouble with this section is. " What we need is something
that would...."

*proposa/s, remarks that suggest something the group might do or adopt as a
principle of action, usually as a means of resolving some problem Examples- "We
could do this...." "We should start to work on this now." 'Wouldn't it be better
to.. ?"

4
Dedcer P. Walker, "A Study of Delberation in Three Curriculum Proiects," Curcunum

bertyNtwao 7 (No. 4,1971). 118-134.
id., pp. 119-120.
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*arguments for or against propositions are remarks that tendtoinduceaccepzance
or rejection of those propositions. Examples: "If we did that, teachers would object"
"Kids under twelve can't solve this kind of problem." "Surely our materials should go
beyond merely mentioning this term."

* nsances are neutral references to specific objects, events, or situations offered
as illustrative cases of some term, expression, proposition, concept, or idea. Examplest
"Do you remember the way we treated the oblectives in that first lesson?" 'look at
those line lessons, for example."'

From the data analyses, Wpiker found a pattern of moves he terms the basic
deliberative pattern. 'Ibis pattern-aprobem followed by severalp/oposas,
each receiving several a unens-recurs continually throughout all three
transcripts."8

Walker's third type of analysis identifies the data used in arguments.
One dimension codes the sources of data used (observational, judgmental
external, internal, first-hand, reported, purposefullyobtained, and incidentally
obtained). Another dimension codes the subjects of data (staff members,
curriculum materials, curriculum strategies, objectives, conceptual frame-
work, resources, and other). The third dimension codes external matters
(students, teachers, schools, subject matter, society, resources, and other).

From his analysis of the three typescripts of the sessions he recorded,
Walker has illustrated how to codify and analyze curriculum deliberations He
has identified the types of matters these particular curriculum-development
groups addressed, how they deliberated, and more specifically, how they
argued about curriculum matters. For example, he has found that issue-
oriented episodes occurred by far most frequently, that teachers followed the
basic deliberative pattern, and that the data used in their arguments were
"about equally observational and judgmental ... and. about equal frequency
inside and outside the project's own work "9

Hawthorne has studied the relation of teachers' curriculum decisions
to their classroom instructional behavior. His analysis system describes the
curricular problems under consideration, the decisions made, and teachers'
decision-making procedures.'0 Six teams, each with four master of arts in
teaching intern teachers, were tape-recorded on 10 random occasions during
their team planning sessions. The analysis system has two dimensions. One
dimension notes the curriculum matters being deliberated-objectives, con-
tent, organizers, processes (like the affective, cognitive, and psychomotor
taxonomies), time, materials, space, and evaluation procedures. The other
dimension notes teachers' decision-making steps-stating the problem, seek-
ing or giving information, generating options, weighing or justifying options

7Ibid, pp. 122-123.
'Ild., p. 124.
91bid, p. 132.
'Rlichard D. Hawthome, A Modelfor the Anajys of Teoabers' VerbalPd re-/Inoswonal

Cw(:urha Dewesiom and Verbal Inat/ donal Intaadin (unpublished doctoral dtadon,
University of Wisconsin, 1968).
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(referents used included the learner, societal needs, and the nature of knowl-
edge), and making a decision. Units of discourse were Identified and coded
according to the two dimensions.

The findings reveal as much about what these novice teachers did not
address or decide as what they did attend to and decide As both Zahorik
and McCutcheon have described in their studies of experienced teachers'
curriculum planning, the interns spent most of their time deliberating about
activities and content, not about purposes or outcomes." Their decision-
making procedures did not follow a linear progression of stating the problem,
collecting the data, setting options, evaluating options, and deciding on a plan,
Instead, the interns meandered through personal matters, reactions to student
behaviors, debates over what they should do tomorrow, and discussions of
what teaching is all about This finding does not mean that these interns did
not engage in curriculum deliberation or that their decision making was not
rational It does, however, affirm Clark and Yinger's observation that indirect,
not direct, ways of problem solving characterize the complex process of
curriculum decision making.

The twoanalytic systems describe the surface level of curriculum decision
making manifested in the oral discourse of group planning sessions. The
systems may potentially delve into the meaning curriculum decision making
holds for the teachers involved by giving them a view of their deliberations
and the beliefs and perspectives they appear to be using as they frame and try
to resolve curriculum issues and problems.

THE ANALYSIS OF GROUP CURRICULUM DECISION MAKING

Over the last 20 years, I have taught curriculum-development courses
in which we analyzed groups performing actual or simulated curriculum-
development tasks. My intent was to Illustrate ways to examine this behavior
systematically. Also, I wanted the graduate students to consider the realities
of curriculum development as a point of departure in creating descriptive
theories of curriculum development, comparing these descriptive theories
with prescriptive theories about how curriculum should be developed. Fur-
ther, during the course, we developed ways to give teachers and other educa-
tors descriptive feedback about their curriculum decision making. The feed-
back serves several purposes: to help decision makers become more aware
of their group decision-making behavior; to show them what curriculum-
development tasks they were focusing on and what they were not addressing,
to identify the values operating as they justified their claims, recommenda-

John A. Zahgd, "reache' Plannng Moddels," &ducaona_ Leadmbo 33 (November
1975) 134-139;, Gail Mcateon, 'How Do Ementary School Tches Plan? The Nature of
Plning and Inhuncms on It," Eknmeny SdmooJownmal 81 (September 19o0) 4-23.

U lCristopher E Cdark and RobertJ. Ylnger, "esearch on Teacher Thlnldngk," eCrlai --
hAWi*y 7 Inr 1977)- 7304.
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tions, and decisioos; and to describe their decision-making process Finally,
my graduate students reflected on how curriculum decisions are actually
made and explored ways to give decision makers one vantage point for
reflecting themselves on their curriculum deliberations

In 12 to 15 instances, the graduate studentsobserved and analyzed actual
curriculum groups in action and gave them feedback about their deliberative
behavior. Two main observations often emerged.

The curriculum group members' perceptions about decisions they
thought they had made and the data describing the decisions actually made
showed a wide discrepancy. The group members generally reported perceiv-
ing that they had made several decisions, although the data revealed few or

some cases no overt decisions. Some members believed that certain deci-
..ons had been made, others reported perceptions that different decisions
had been made. Once, we asked the group members individually to write
down the decisions they thought the group had made before we shared the
data with the group. The diversity of individual members' perceptions both
astonished and perplexed the group.

We alo found that the deliberation most likely focused on selecting and
organizing topics to address and on matters of logistics (e.g., how much time
to spend on a topic, what materials to use, who would make arrangements
for an activity). Textbook-adoption groups focused on such matters as the size
of print, the sturdiness of the book cover, the topics or themes included, and
the number and quality of pictures-not on the content or the hidden mean-
ings of the text. The group members generally believed they were making
decisions that gave teachers general direction, not prescriptions for how to
teach. This perceived distinction between the boundaries of curriculum and
teaching evident in district-level curriculum deliberation may be far less
apparent in school-based curriculum development

The sources the group members used to defend or explain their positions
on why a topic should or should not be included or why a particular text
should be selected for adoption was a further area studied. In most delibera-
tions, students' interests and academic abilities was a dominant referent The
group members also cited perceived societal needs--for example, workers
who can take responsibility for their own decisions. These brief observations
least frequently found references to the subject matter itself, the logic for
selecting particular concepts or generalizations, or the organization of a flow
of ideas that built on each other in a particular fashion. In no explicit references
did the decision makers ground their reasons for or against a proposed
decision on a vision or design of the total curriculum under development

So far, no studies have sought to determine the effects of feedback about
curriculum deliberation. We do not want to train curriculum decision-making
groups to follow a certain model of curriculum development more consis-
tently. We want to help groups reflect on their curriculum practices and the
beliefs and conceptual constructs of curriculum that implicitly ground their

RIdXInjD. Hars�one 285
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deliberations. Codifying overt deliberative behaviors serves the same function
as systematically observing teachers' and students' lassroom interactions: to
offer one set of data about professional practice for reflection. We can enhance
the information available for reflection if we combine qualitative forms of
description that obtain individual and group perceptions of and reactions to
the deliberative process from interviews and journals.

SUMMARY

As teachers and other educators and community members move from a
district curriculum-management system to a school-based one and from the
isolated, private, and implicit form of teacher planning to a collaborative,
public, and explicit form of curriculum deliberation, they will need new
perspectives and skills for analyzing their emerging collaborative curriculum
practices. One approach is to collect data about a group's actual curriculum
decision making to foster collaborative reflection on what teachers are doing
and why and how they are making their decisions.

Besides the value of the analysis for school-based curriculum decision
makers, research on the nature of teachers' and principals' curriculum deci-
sions in school settings will help the field. Researchers could pursue questions
about how much decisions differ in substance from school to school or vary
from the decisions already articulated by the district or state offices. Inquiry
into the types of data sought, how they are used in curriculum decision
making, and the criteria and rationales for justifying decisions may shed
additional light on how educators frame and solve various curriculum prob-
lems. This inquiry might also consider teachers' use of texts and tests as
sources or constraints in their decision making. Readers doing research on
analyzing group or school-based curriculum decision making may wish to
form a network to share their work. Please indicate your interest by writing
to me.

RICHARD D. HAWrHORNE is Professor of Curriculum and Instruction, College
of Education, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242.

Paak, Edward Identr atof Supes~osy Profidendes Project (Final Report
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This document reports on a project to identify and verify the dimensions of
proficiency associated with effective supervisory practice. A survey of research
and professional sources yielded knowledge, skills, and attitudes in 12 categories
that practitioners ranked by importance and relevance. These data may be used
as a basis for considering national standards for supervisors.
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